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Photographs
Detail of Original Charter of Urraca, December 26, 1110

Portion of Original Charter of Urraca, December 26, 1110, with the Queen’s Sigillum. (Courtesy of the Archivo Histórico Nacional, Madrid.)
Copper Coins of Urraca

Roman wall of the Hill Town of Lugo
River as Moat: The Río Tajo at Toledo

The River as Moat: the Río Tajo at Toledo.
(Photograph by the author.)

Fortified, Twelfth-Century Church of San Miguel, Palencia

The Fortified, Twelfth-Century Church of San Miguel, Palencia.
(Photograph by the author.)
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NORTHERN SPAIN IN 1114
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Urracan Government

URRACAN GOVERNMENT

- Royal Towns
- Episcopal Towns
- Abbatial Towns
- Senatorial Towns
- Mints
- Toll Stations
- Roman roads in major use
- NAME: Towns with councils
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